THE FUTURE OF LAMINATES IS HERE

In recent years, interior designers have desired to get the finish of a decorative laminate as near as possible to natural wood & veneers.

Synchro laminates from Virgo Corby Mica Plus ends this long wait. We are amongst the few manufacturers of Synchro Series laminates in India.

Our existing textured laminates have been appreciated by everyone. The regular embossing ensured a unique surface on the decorative paper. Yet still, there was a lack of coordination between the background patterns of the laminate and the regular embossed texture.

Synchro laminates are crafted via a unique manufacturing technology that applies the decorative paper design in exact alignment with the plate (embossed) texture of the same grains to impart the most authentic & natural look.
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TREATMENT MAKES IT LOOK
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BRING HOME THE BEAUTY OF OAK

For a look that’s both refined and rustic, try Corby Oak Textured Laminate. Authentic Treatment makes it look indistinguishable from real oakwood. So, for a truly authentic look indoors, go only for Corby Oak Textured Laminate.
MAKE YOUR HOME SHINE!

These designs can be overlaid on any solid colour. If you are a fashion enthusiast and have an interior where each of the elements speak for itself, the addition of glitter laminates will only be wiser. The range of glitter laminates is available in silver and copper colours also.
THE GLITTER IS LIKE ETERNITY

Glitter is like accent to the language. The character the laminates speak, and the way they express, is worthy of notice. Glitter laminates are a unique breed when it comes to varieties of laminates. The attention they command is instant and there are no second thoughts about the premium image it emits. Silver brings in an aristocratic feel while copper reflects an earthy, extrovert feel.
UNSHACKLE YOUR CREATIVITY

The breakthrough in gloss laminate technology is finally here. Corby introduces Ultra High-Gloss laminates. This stunning range of super-gloss laminates has a high-gloss level and is resistant to impact, scuff and near abrasions, making them ideal for use in places now, your creativity will be unrestricted due to a better surfacing material.
ULTRA HIGH GLOSS

In a world of glamour and glitz, it's time to impact a new shining star: ultra high gloss straight from the house of Versace. The all-new super sleek collection offers you a luxurious finish with excellent appearance. Ultra high gloss truly packs in radiance and dazzle.

- SOOT UHG: MID GREEN
- SOOT UHG: SUPER GREEN
- SOOT UHG: MID POP GREEN
- SOOT UHG: NAVY
- SOOT UHG: BLACK
- SOOT UHG: ROYAL BLUE
UNVEILING A UNIVERSE OF STUNNING ART AND SMART CRAFT, MARBLE LAMINATES. DESIGNED FOR ALL KIND OF SPACES PLANNED BY THE SEASONED ARTISTIC MINDS, THESE NEW LAMINATES HAVE THE MOST DISTINCT AND WONDERFUL PATTERNS DIGITALLY PRINTED ON THEM MADE WITH INNOVATION, CRAFTSMANSHIP AND A GENEROUS SERVING OF FRESH DESIGN. THEY OFFER A VAST VARIETY OF SHADING, PATTERNS AND TEXTURES TO MAKE YOU SPOILT FOR CHOICE.
Fabric laminates are probably the only material available in designs blending with all possible interior and furniture styles. One factor that contributes towards the variety is that we actively bring in fresh options to the market.
GIFT YOUR SPACE THE TOUCH OF SIMPLICITY; THE KEYNOTE OF ALL TRUE ELEGANCE. A SET OF LAMINATES THAT IS DESIGNED TO BRING YOU CLOSER TO THE SPIRIT OF PURITY AND INNOCENCE IS HERE TO EARN YOUR ATTENTION.
The current trend in surface decoration of the elite class is towards non-reflective soft textures which impart a sober and natural look to furniture surfaces. Surfaces with light and soft textures emit a more natural and spacious look while being accommodating to other surfaces of a room.